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THE TRAIL OF TEARS

 

In terms of ‘Karma’, a profoundly significant debt amassed by European Americans
is the genocide and dislocations of Native American peoples. Virtually every state in the
union has histories of injustices against American Tribes that if perpetuated today would
be prosecuted in the World Court as crimes against humanity. This systematic
dissemination of a people is a karmic debt that carries with it many unresolved
memories that potentially affect health. The Trail of Tears is one of the more well know
and profoundly grievous. 

The Indian Relocation Act of the 1830’s was an overt act against native peoples
culture and political structure by European Americans.  The Indian Relocation Act
forcibly moved 100,000 Natives from the southeastern US to the Oklahoma Territory.
This removal is referred to as the ‘Trails of Tears’. Many thousands died on this 800 mile
trek west. 

The accompanying illustration shows the serpentine Trail(s) of Tears connects the
tribes like an electrical charge to their Pilot Biome home lands.  The friction of the New
Madrid super fault at the center of this lens on history (memory) and their relocation to
the center of the Oil Biome, presents a curious turn of events. Corresponding to this
same time frame (in Philadelphia along the City Ley) the ‘Liberty Bell’ first showed signs
of cracking in 1835, fully losing it’s tone on Washington’s birthday in 1846. These historic
and symbolic events, hold profound implications when taken in context with the Indian
Relocation Act, enacted between 1830 and 1850. 

During the same time frame John Brown  was planning a slave revolt. This, as history
shows, was to become the suicidal raid on the Harpers Ferry Armory (at friction point
between Pilot and New England Biome). Some say this act sparked the Civil War. Fought
throughout the Pilot Biome, Brown saw this coming conflict as retribution for the sin of
slavery. 

Unresolved memories were set in the Gaia mind by Native Peoples. Pre Colombian
America was hardly a peaceful place for many tribes. Saturday nights around the torture
fire was a common test of rival warrior’s bravery. Human sacrifice practiced in Mexico
slaughtered tens of thousands in the name of countless gods. These acts set a memory, a
tone of discord, that is reflected in health of contemporary American culture. 
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There is also a memory of ceremony, dance, prayer, life, cataclysms, these memories
are carried via phi sequenced leys corridors as wave forms into the wave form cellular
memory of humanity. Healing these memories heal us.  See Dr. Wayne London’s
www.spiritualcalculus.org for more on memory.

 

THE NEW MADRID FAULT AND THE TRAIL OF TEARS

 

The Trail of Tears to Native people is a generic term that refers to the forced migration
of tribes throughout the southeast, west and midwest. The historic term ‘Trail of Tears’
refers to the Northern Route used by the Cherokee People.  A curious turn of fate had the
passage of trails crossing the most volatile earthquake zone in North America, the New
Madrid Fault Zone. 

The New Madrid Fault holds particular significance to the Native people relocated
by The Indian Relocation Act. As history has it these same tribes were those Tecumseh,
the spiritual and political leader who prophesied that a native confederacy would
coalesce after a greater sign “felt by all”. As it turned out the predicted ’great sign’ was
the last  big New Madrid earthquake, in the year 1811.  Historic records show that this
quake toppled chimneys in Maine, created great waves on the Great Lakes on a windless
day, and for a time made the Mississippi River flow upstream. Conservative estimates
put the contemporary cost of this quake at $200  billion. Twenty years later these tribes
where united as the Oklahoma Indian Territory.  It is a cruel irony that the Trail of Tears
passed over this region that gave them the Great Sign of redemption.

The dynamic action of faults exert tremendous pressure deep in the earth. Rock
under pressure generates piezoelectric current. Plutons, present around such fault zones,
carry this earth energy to the surface. Plutons record surface memories into it’s synaptic
neurological mass 

Events and individuals of significance typically adhere to geometric patterns that
speak to their power and effect on culture. The bee-like dance of tears followed by the
tribes of the southeast, in total show a distinct lensic form. The lens is the sign of the Fish,
the sign of Christ and a symbol that speaks of a unity between heaven and earth. In
sacred geometry it is call Vesica Piscis, the vessel of the fish. This lens is drawn as
illustrated. The Trails of Tears in this diagram gives this lens the look of a bloodshot
swollen eye.  

Expansion of this simple geometry with additional circles at intersecting points
generates a ‘Mother Geometry’ known as the ‘Seed of Life’. The-Circle-Squared and
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other elemental geometries are extrapolated from
this one simple eye on the world. 

Located at the confluence of the
Mississippi and Ohio Rivers the tears of this

eye, in the heart of America, is a potent
symbol and reminder of both the sacrifice
and contribution Native Peoples that have
made in this country. A seed of life for
European American culture and an eye
into the suffering and sacrifice Native

Americans. Where are the monuments to
these Native American heroes in our town

commons. Look deep into this eye of karma.

 

NEW MADRID ALIGNMENT

 

Point to point a line is drawn from North Carolina to the Oklahoma Territories by the
Trail of Tears. Extending this line connects the center of the Pilot Biome with the center of
the Oil Biome through the New Madrid eye. As mentioned, New Madrid is at the friction
point of these two Star Biomes. The two anchor sites of the alignment are Hertford,NC in
the east and Roswell, NM in the west.

Marking this alignment are two geologic plutons: the New Madrid epicenter and
Pilot Mountain. Also marking the alignment are Roswell,NM (location of USAF base, oil
drilling and purported UFO crash site); Catfish Hunter’s Hertford, NC, and Timothy
McVeigh’s bombing of the Federal building in Ok City. 

Algonquian Americans looked at earthquake zones and promontories, like Pilot
Mountain, to be places associated with the earth energy deity Hobamock. This Being of
good and evil characterizes life’s ups and downs. In Native culture those full of hubris
were soon brought low through the balancing power of Hobamock’s natural order.
During the New Madrid quake of 1811 a depression appeared, like a foot print of
Hobamock, that is now a lake. Indeed the entire New Madrid fault zone could be
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considered the footprint of Hobamock by these tribes. Earthquakes the voice of
Hobamock speaking an important truth. As this nation continues to accumulate karmic
debt from on high, Hobamock’s next appearance in the Mississippi valley is certain to fill
it with fresh tears of the People. 

Whatever the significance of this alignment it is apparent that a great debt is owed
the native people of this land. It is their tears that flow through the heartland. It is
through their eyes that immigrating Americans can see the heart of this land-- a land
more than resource, property, and economy.  We are all one living interconnected co-
creative planet. We and the land are one.

See Dr. Wayne London’s www.spiritualcalculus.org, for further discussion on karmic
debt.


